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Atmtract--We consider the numerical approximation f hyperbolic and parabolic problems with 
noulocal x~-nllnearlty by Galerkln methods, and provide optimal order L 2 error eetlmatea in the 
contlnuous-time case. Three-level discrete schemes are then introduced and used to invcetigate the 
rehttionabip betwee~ a s ing ly  perturbed hyperbolic proble~n with arrmll parameter  2mnltiplying 
the highest ime derivative and the reduced problem of parabolic type. For small ¢ 2 , the problen~ of 
stiffness in the hyperbolic problem can he avoided by utilizing the solution of the reduced problem 
in accordance with a recent asymptotic result of Esham and Weinac~. The advantage of ,1ring a 
two-term asymptotic expansion is also briefly considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
e << 1, and f~ a bounded domain in R n. We consider the Let e be a small parameter, 0 < 
initial-boundary value problem (P~) consisting of the nonlinear hyperbolic equation 
e'utt -I" ut - g E a,j D iuD ju  dz E Di(aij Dju) = f,  (1.1) 
i j= l  i j=l 
on f~ x (O, to), together with the initial conditions 
u(=,O) = ¢(z), eu,(z,O) = ¢(=), = • a, 
and the homogeneous boundary condition 
u(=,,O = o, (= ,0  • oa x (O, to). 
We assume ai j(z) -- aj i(z) • CC°(~) and denote Di - O/Ozi. The function g is a smooth map 
from [0, c~) into [70, ~) ,  for some 70 > 0. Since g depends only on an integral of the gradient of 
u, and is in a sense independent of the local values of u, we refer to it as a nonlocal nonlinearity, 
as opposed to the decidedly local character of a quasilinear term. 
For small values of e, it is natural to ask whether the solution u(z,t;e) of (Pc) is well ap- 
proximated by the solution U(z,t )  of the reduced problem (P0), obtained by setting e = 0 in 
(P,): 
n 
E Di(aij DjU) -- f ,  
i,j=l 
(1.2) u(=, 0) = ~(=), • • a, 
u(=,t)  = o, (=, t) • oa × (O, to). 
Typeset by A.~S-TF~ 
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It has recently been established [1,2] that the asymptotic formula 
u(z,t; e) -- U(z,t) + O(e), as e ~ 0 +, (1.3) 
holds uniformly on f~ x [0,t0], with respect o the L °° norm. 
Our intention in this paper is to analyze the Gahrkin method for the hyperbolic and parabolic 
problems with nonlocal nonlinearity and to show that there is a computational dvantage to 
utilizing the solution of the reduced problem when e is small 
Problem (P~) generalizes a collection of physical models dealing with the highly damped motion 
of vibrating systems. In particular, the deflection z(a, r) of an extensible beam under an axial 
force in a viscous medium satisfies the nonlinear partial integro-ditferential equation 
01 "~ + Or ÷ p Oa 4 + ~L  z~ da ~ -- 0, (1.4) 
where E is Young's Modulus, H the axial force, I the cross-sectional moment of inertia, p the 
mass density, A the cross-sectional area, and r the coeificient of viscosity of the medium (see 
[3,4]). 
A dimensional analysis leads to three dimensionless parameters 
e2 = pEA I H 
F~L2, a=~,  and /~= EA' 
and a dimensionless form of (1.4) 
{ 1/o' } e2 u,, + ut + a u==== _ ~ + ~ u~= dz  u== = O. 
An equation governing the lateral motion of a damped string may be obtained as a limiting case 
(a - 0) when there is no resistance to bending. This leads to an equation of type (1.1) 
~ fo u2= dz } u.. f . Bit -~- U t - -  - - .  l 
(1.5) 
At the same time, the initial condition for the velocity 
z . ( . ,0 )  = ~( . ) ,  0 <.  < L, 
becomes 
u,(x,0) = ~(xL), O<z<l, 
or 
ut(z, 0) = ¢(z),  0 < z < 1, 
where ¢(z) := V/p]-E'A¢(zL). It is clear that small values of e (r  large) correspond to a highly 
damped system. 
Small parameter problems in which the reduced problem is of different ype form a class of 
singular perturbation problems and generally involve loM of a boundary condition. The tramdtion 
from (1.1) to (1.2) is clearly a hyperbolic-parabolic singular perturbation i which the solution 
of the reduced problem cannot be expected to satisfy an initial condition imposed on the time 
derivative. Recovery of this lost information is usually accomplished by seeking higher order 
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expansions and typically involves the introduction of boundary layer terms. In particular, the 
methods used in [2] can be extended to show that the asymptotic formula 
uCx, ;d = + {zcx,t) + + (1.6) 
holds uniformly on ~ × [O,t0], as ~ ~ 0 +. Here 
is a function of boundary layer type since it is asymptotically zero outside of an initial layer. The 
extent of the layer is O(~). The outer correction Z(z, t) is defined in Section 5. 
Since the Galerkin method replaces the partial differential equation (1.1) with a system of 
ordinary differential equations, the rapidly decaying term (1.7) leads to the familiar problem of 
stiffness in the numerical solution of the hyperbolic problem. By using the solution U(z, t) of the 
reduced problem to approximate u(z, t; e), we circumvent the stiffness inherent in the hyperbolic 
problem. 
A computational saving also occurs since our continuous-time analysis indicates that to obtain 
an optimal rate of convergence of the Galerkin approximations u h to u in problem (P1), it is 
necessary to use smooth basis functions; for example, piecewise cubic Hermite polynomials, while 
the Galerkin approximations U b converge at an optimal rate to the solution U of the reduced 
problem (P0) for piecewise linear basis functions. 
Similar approaches using asymptotic expansions in the numeric treatment of singular pertur- 
bation problems of parabolic-elliptic type can be found in [5] and of linear hyperbolic-parabolic 
type in [6]. 
Section 2 contains notation and basic asumptions. In Section 3 we derive uniform a priori 
bounds and L 2 error estimates for Galerkin approximations of a certain non-linear elliptic prob- 
lem. These are used to derive a priori optimal L 2 error estimates for continuous-time Galerkin 
approximations of the hyperbolic and parabolic problems with nonlocal nonlinearity, (PI) and 
(P0). These estimates are independent of the choice of basis functions used in the Galerkin 
procedure. Our main result combining asymptotic and numerical approximations appears in 
Theorem 3.4. 
In Section 4 we introduce discrete-time Galerkin methods for problems (Px) and (P0), which 
converge with optimal rates in agreement with the conclusions of Section 3. Section 5 contains 
the results of numerical experiments performed on the physically motivated problem involving 
(1.5). We also present numerical results based on the higher order expansion (1.6). A few final 
remarks are given in the last section. 
2. NOTATION AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
Let f~ be a bounded omain in R" and recall that the Sobolev space Hra(f2) is the closure of 
C°°(ft) in the norm 
Ilull,~ = ~ IID~ull~(.). 
lal<m 
Let (., .) be the L2(ft) inner product and abbreviate the Ilull0 by Ilull. We ~o denote by Hl(ft) 
the closure of C~°(O) in the H i norm. It sui~ces to require of the boundary aft that ft belongs 
to C 2, (see [7] for more details). 
It will be convenient to let A denote the positive-definite s lf-adjoint linear operator 
n 
i,j=l 
and introduce the following bi]inear form associated with A 
a(u,v) := / ~ aij(z)DiuDjvdz, 
ft id= l  
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for u,v • Hi(f/) .  Note that when u • HR(~) N H01(n), we have a(u,v) = (.A.u,V). We will i~lto 
frequently write -y(u) := g{a(u, u)}. Another form which arises is defined by 
b(u; w, v) = 2g' {a(u, u)} a(u, w) a(u, ,) + 7(u) a(w, v), 
which is an inner product on H01(f~) for each fixed u • H01(~). 
Our basic assumptions on g and a(., .) will be 
g • Ca[O, co) -"+ [70, co), 70 > O, (2.1) 
g'(z) ~ O, z • [0, co), (2.2) 
,,o Ilull~ < a(u, u), u • Hol(f~), (2.3) 
la(u,,,)l < .~ Ilull~ I1"11~, ,,,,, • Ha(n), (2.4) 
and there exists a constant Co > 0 such that 
co Ilu - .11~ <- .  (~(u) u - ~(~) ~, u - O ,  (2.5) 
holds for all u, v • Hl(f~). Condition (2.5) is closely related to condition (2.3a) imposed by [8]. 
If X is a normed space with norm I1" IIx, then { (/,,)1/2 / 
La(O,/o;X) := u: [O, to]--, X, with IlullL~(O,,o;X):= ull~ ds < co , 
and 
f 
L°°(O, to;X) := ~u: [0, to] "-* X, with I lullL-(O,to;X):= sup Ilullx < co~. 
L o_<t_<to ) 
We will also abbreviate the norms by I1" ILL2(=) and I1" I1~-(=), respectively. 
Let r _> 2 be a fixed integer. We assume the existence of one parameter families {S~(f/)}0<~<_l 
of finite dimensional subspaces of H0i (f0 which possess the following approximation property: 
There exists a constant C such that if vEH'(fl)nHo~(N), l_<s_<r, then 
inf {II'~ - xll + h llv - xllx} < C h° H , .  xes~cn) 
(2.6) 
Throughout he paper, C will denote a generic constant, always independent of the mesh 
parameter h, and not necessarily the same in any two places. 
3. A PRIORI L 2 ERROR ESTIMATES 
It has become somewhat standard practice to project he solution of time-dependent problems 
like (P1) and (P0) into a subspace S h by means of a related elliptic problem and to show that the 
Galerkin approximation i  S h is close to this projection (see [9]). We will also use this technique 
which results in optimal order L 2 error estimates in Theorems 3.1 to 3.3. Our main result on 
approximation appears in Theorem 3.4 and tells us how well we can expect he continotm-time 
Galerkin approximations of the reduced problem to approximate he solution of (P~). Throughout 
this section S h is chosen from a family of subspaces of H01(fi) satisfying the approximation 
property (2.6). 
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3.1 An elliptic problem 
For a domain f~ C R n, consider the problem of finding u such that 
n 
dd--I 
u -- 0, x E al2, (3.1) 
where F E L2(G). The weak form of this problem is to find u E H01(f~) such that 
a (g {a (u, u)} u, v) -- (F, v), (3.2) 
holds for all v E H01(12). The existence of a unique solution u E Hi(G) to (3.2) is guaranteed by 
Theorem 2.1 of [10]. Moreover, [10] shows that if S h is a finite dimensional subspace of H01(l~), 
then 
a (g (a(w h, wh)} w h, v h) = (F, vh), (3.3) 
for all v h in S h, has a unique solution w h in S a. 
We want to analyze the error between u, the solution of (3.2), and w h, the solution of (3.3). One 
nice feature of the problems with non-local nonlinearity, in contrast o the quasilinear problems 
considered by Dendy [8] and Wheeler [11], is that only L ~ norms of the family of Galerkin 
approximations {wa}0<h<l need to be bounded independent of h, not the more stringent L c~ 
norm. In Lemma 3.1 we show that the required uniform bounds follow directly from a priori 
estimates of 
a (g {a(u, u)} u - g {a(w h, wh)} w a, v a) --- 0. (3.4) 
Since in Theorem 3.2 and 3.3 w h is the Galerkin approximation in S a of the nonlinear elliptic 
problem (3.1), with 
F - ut,(z,t) -~ u,(z,t) - f(z,t), 
in the hyperbolic ase, or 
F -" u:(z, t) - f (z,  ~), 
in the hyperbolic ase, we must regard regard 
w h : [0, to] --* Sh .  
In Lemma 3.2 we derive optimal H 1 error estimates for u - w h and its first two time derivatives. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let {Wh}o<h<l be the family of solutions o£ (3.4). 
(i) I f  u, u, e L°°(O, to;H~(12)), then I lwhlIL. .CH,),  II~.,~IIL..CH,) ---- c, 
(ii) / fu  e Lm(0,to; H2(12) N Hol(12)), and S a C g~(f~) N H~(f~), then [[AwhHL,.(L2) < C, 
where each constant C is independent of h. 
PROOF. 
(i) Let v h = w h in (3.4) and find that 
IIw"lll _< 1 -r(,.,) I1,,111. 
A time derivative of (3.4) gives 
With v h = w~, this yields the bound 
I1,,-,," Ih -< al { o' {a(,.,, ,0 11,,1112 Ilu, lll + lll }. 
(ii) In view of the additional smoothness of u and w h, 
(~(wh)Awh,~ ~) - (~(u)Au,~h) < II~(u)Aull I1~11 •
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This defines a continuous linear functionM on S h which can be extended to L2(f/) by the Hahn- 
Banach Theorem without increase in norm. The Riesz Representation Theorem then implies 
I1=(~ ~) A ~"11 < I1~(~) A ~11, 
SO 
IIA ~"11 -< ~o 1 I1~(~) A.II. 
With w h as in Lemma 3.1, if 
(i) u • L~(O,to; H'(n) a Ho~(a)), then I1~ - ~ IlL=OH') -< C h o-1 IlulIL.-CH.)- 
(ii) u, u, e L°~(0,to; H'( f l )  N Hol)(f~)), then 
IJ~, h cA . -1  - w, II~=c.,) < {llull~=c-.) + Ilk, IlL=c-.)} 
(iii) u,u , ,u , ,  e L°°(0,t0; H'(f$) Cl H01(fl)), and u,~ G L~(O, to;L2(fl)), 
then 
11~. h ChO-1 - ~-I I~=c. , )  < {II~IIL=c-') + Ilu, llL=c..) + I lk.lib®c-.)} 
LEMMA 3.2. 
PROOF. 
For arbitrary v h E S h, we have 
a(7(u) u--v(w h)w h,u -w h)=a(V(u)u -V(w h)w h ,u -vh) .  
By property (2.5) and Lemma 3.1, we see that 
Co I1,,- ~hll~ < I. ('r(,,)[.- ,~ l , - -~) l  + I'r(-)-'r(w~)l I.(w~,.- ~h)l 
< ½Co I1,,- w~1121 +c  I1,,-,,~11~. 
The approximation property (2.6) of S h now implies 
I1" - whlll ----- Ch'-~llul lo. 
(i) 
(ii) For any v h E S h, 
b(u; u¢, v h) - b(wh; w~ ,vh), 
SO 
I 
b(u; u¢ - w h , v h) = b(wh; w~, v h) - b(u; w h , vh). 
Then, for any X h E S h, 
b(~, ~, - w,L ~, - w,~) - b(~; ~, - ~,~, ~, - X h) + b(~h; ~,~, X ~ - ~,~) 
Estimating the left side using (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), and the right side using Lemma 3.1 
and (2.4), we have the inequality 
h 2 h 2 ~o ao II~, - ~, II, -< ½ ~o °o Jl ~, - ~, II1 + c { ll", - ~ IJ21 + I1" - ~h ll~ } 
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Prom (i) and the approximation property (2.6), we find that 
Ilu, - ~,~ II,.-~.,) -< c h ' - '  {llull,..-~.) + Ilu, l l~®~.)} • 
(iii) With another time derivative of (3.4), we can write, for any X h E S h, 
b(u;utt  - With, U, t -- Wht,) -- b(u;ut ,  . . . . .  w~t,u, t Xh) - I 'b (wh;w~t ,X  h W~) b (u ;w~,X  h w~,) 
+ 4{g" {a(w h, wh)} [a(w h , wht)l~a(w h,X h - w~) 
-g. {a(u, u)} [a(u, u,)]~a(u,,~" - u,,",)} 
+ 2 { ¢ { a(,,/', ,,/') } .(,4' + 2u/', ,,,,")a(,,/', X" - u,,",) 
-g '  {a(u, u)},(u,  + 2u, u,)a(u, ~ ~ - ~)} .  
Proceeding as in (ii), we arrive at the estimate 
- -  lO,~t II 1 < - -  _ . 
The result now follows from (i), (ii) and the approximation property of S h. | 
The estimates of Lemma 3.2 immediately give bounds for the L 2 norm of the error, but with a 
non-optimal exponent on h. To obtain an optimal L 2 estimate of the error we can use the Nitsche 
duality argument. To accomplish this we need the elliptic regularity contained in the following 
lemma. 
LSMMA 3.3. Let u C H2(f~) n H~(f~), F E L~(~) and Jet c~ E H2(f~) CI H~(f~) be the solution o£ 
bCu;O,~)=(F,~), (3.5) 
for a//v E Hol(~), then there is a constant C such  that 
11~112 < c IIFII. 
PROOF. First let v = ~ in (3.5) to get 
Then let v = u and find that 
For any v C H~(G), 
114'11~ < "to ~ GO 1 IIFII. 
I"(",~)1 < ~;~ IIFII IMI. 
7(u) (A~,v) - (F ,v )  -2g'{a(u,u)} a(u,~)(Au, v) 
from which J(A~, v)] < C]IFI] ]]vl]. This defines a continuous linear functional on H01(f~) which 
can be extended to La(f~). By the PAesz Representation Theorem IIA~bll < CIIFII. Now, by [7, 
Theorem 9.11], we conclude that 
11,112 < c {l la*l l  + I1'11} < C IIFII. 
THEOaEM 3.1. Let u E Lo°(O,to; H'(~) rl Hlo(f~)) and let w h E S h C Hlo(f~) be the solution o£ 
(3.4), then, with p "-- rnin {s, 2s - 2}, 
o) I1~-~11, .~, ) _< ChPlMIL®~H.). 
If,, in addition, ut E L°°(O,to;H*(G)fl Hi(G)), then 
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(~) I1~, - ~,hl IL~{L')  -< ChP {11-11~=<-.) + I I~, l l L -<U. )}  • 
/ f  a/so u,, E L°°(0,to; H'(f~) 13 HoZ(f~)), u,, E L°°(0,to; LS(f~)), and S h C H2(~) 13 H~(f]), then 
(.i) I1.- - w,",ll.=(.=) -< c,p {II"IIL®(H.) + II",IIL=(--') + I I " - I I L=(H ' )} .  
PROOF. 
(i) Expand 7 about u, by means of a Fr~chet differential, 
+ g. {~(~,~)} [~(~, ~ _ ~) ]2  + g, {~(~,~)} ~(~ _ ~h, ~ _ w~), 
where ~ -- 0 u + (1 - 0) wh,0 < 0 < 1. Then, from (3.4), 
b(~; ~ - ~ ,  vh) = {g" {a(~,~)} [~(~, ~ -- ~) ]~ + g'{a (~,,')} ~(u -- ~h,u -- ~h)} =(U, ~)  
- -  { g"{  ~(~,  ~) } [~(~, ~ - -  Wh)]~ - -  2g '{  a(~,-) } =(=, ~ --  ~)  
+ g,{.(~, ~) } . (~ _ ~h, .  _ ~h) } . ( .  _ ~h, ~h). (3.~) 
Let ~ E H2(~) 13 H01(£~) be defined by 
b(u; ~, v) - (u - w ~, v), (3.7) 
for all v E H~(f~). With u = u - w h in (3.7) and v~ = ~ arbitrary in (3.6), we find 
_ {,,, {.(~,~)] [o(., ~-  ~,)]= +, ,  {o(~,~)}. ( . -  w . , . -  ~ , )} .  ( . ,~)  
- {29,  {,,(,,, ,,)} ,,(,,, ,, _ ,.~,) + g" {,,(..,..)} [,,(.., ,, _ ,,,,,)] = 
+,'{oc~,~)] o ( - -  =" , . -  =') }o (~, . -  =') • 
Since ~ was arbitrary, it can be chosen so that 
I1~-=11,-< ~""~"=-< c . l l . -  -'11, ~,.8) 
by the elliptic regularity of Lemma 3.3. Then from (2.4) and (3.8) it follows that 
I1~ - ~'11 ~ _< c~ I I . -  ~'1~ I1~- o"111+ o I1~--',: I1~111 
But 
With this we find that 
I I~-~hll _< ch I I~- ~hll, +c  I I - -  ~"ll~ -< ch,  I1~11,, 
where p -- rain{s, 2s - 2}. 
(ii) Take a time derivative of (3.4), then 
b(~; ~,, ~h) = b(wh; w .  ~h), ¥v h E S h, 
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and 
b(u; U, -- w~, v h) = b(wh; W~, v I~) -- b(u; w~, vh). (3.9) 
We define/~ E H01(n) to be the solution of the corresponding .full problem 
b(u;/~, v) -- b(wh; w~, v) - b(u; w~, v), (3.10) 
for all v E H01(t~). Then for all v h E S h 
b(u; u, - w~ - 19, v h) = O. (3.11) 
Let ~ E H2(t~) N Hl(t~) he defined by 
b( . ;  ~,.)  = (., - w ,  h - ~, v), (3 .12)  
for all ~ E Hol(f~). With ~ = u, " w~ - ~9 in (3.12) and v h = ~ arbitrary in S h in (3.11), 
I1., - ~,~ - ~ll 2 - b(u; ~, u, - ~,~-  ~) = b( . ;  ~ - ~,. ,  - ~,~ - ~). 
Estimating, we find that 
I1,,, - ~,~ - ,~ I I '  -< Cll,~- ,~11, I1,,, - w,~ - ~11, 
_< e h I1~11, I1", - 4 '  - 411, 
_< c h I1",-  "," - ,~11 I1", - "," - ,~11,. 
where we have used the approximation property (2.6) of S h and the elliptic regularity of 
Lemma 3.3. Now 
I I , , , -  ,,,," II-< I I , , , -  w,~ - ~li + H-< oh  { I1,,,- ',',"ll, + II~ll,} + II,~ll, 
so we are  done ff I1~11, -< Ch ' - '  and I1~11 -< C h'. To bound H , ,  let ,  = ~ in (3.10) and 
find that 
-ro,,o I1~11 ~, _< c I1,,-,,/'11, I1~11,, 
where C depends on al, Ilwhll,, IIw,~ll,and l lq,"  It follows from Lemma 3.2 that 
I1,~11, -< oh ' - '  {ll"lh;,..(~.) + I I", lh;. .( , .>} • 
To bound I1,~11, let z E H01(l~) satisfy 
b(u; z, v) - (19, v), V ,  E Hlo(~). 
With v - /~  
I1~11' = b(u; z, ~) = b(wh; w~, z) - b(u; war, z) 
_ c {11~- w"ll, I1~,-,,,~11, I1~11, + I lu-w~ll  I1~11=}, 
where C depends on ~,, I1"11,, 11"112, IIA"II and I1,,,"11,. By Lemma 3.3, 
I1=11, -- C I1~11, 
and so, by LerrLma 3.2, 
H-  c h~, 
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where p -- min{s, 2s - 2}. 
(iii) The result here follows, as in (ii), starting from 
b(u; u,,  - tv~,, v h) - cfu,  u, ,  w h , w~, vh), 
cCu, u,, w h , w~, v h) := bCwh; w~, v h ) - b(u; wth,, v h) 
4Ig"{a(wh,wh)} [a(wh,w~)] 2 a(w~,v h) + 
- g"Ta(. , . )} INC.,.,)]2 a(.,  ~h)} 
2Ig'{a(wh,Wh)} [a(w~ + 2w~,w~)] a(wh,v h) + 
- g '{.( . ,  . )} . ( . ,  + 2., ~,).(., ~)}, 
and defining b3 to be the solution of 
b(~;/~, ~) = c(. , .~, ~h wh ~), 
for all v E H01(f~). It is important o note that Lemma 3.1 (ii) is required here. 
3.~ The Reduced Problem 
The classical solution U(z, t) of the parabolic problem (P0) with nonlocal nonlinearity satisfies 
the weak formulation 
(U~, v) + a (g {a(U, U)} U, v) = (f, v), (3.13) 
(u(., o) - ~(.), ~) = o, 
for all v E H01(a). We define the continuous-time Galerkin approximation Uh E Cl([O,to];S h) 
to be the solution of 
(U~,v h) +a(g{a(U~,Uh)} Uh,v h) -- (f, vh),(Ub(.,O)--~(.),v h) ----0, (3.14) 
for all v h E S h. 
Also, let W ~ denote the elliptic projection of U into S h defined by 
a(gTaCU, U)}U-g{aCWh,Wh)} Wh,v h) =0,  Vv h ES ~. (3.15) 
THEOItBM 3.2. With U, U h, and W h detlned above, we have 
Uh_Wh 2 !, 2 { '}  ~.<,. , )  + IIu" -w  II,.c.,> <_c I Iu"(. ,o)-  w"(.,o)ll 2 + I Iu , -  w,"ll~..c,,) . (3.16) 
In addition, if 
I Iu"c.,o)- w"(., o)11 < c'h' I1'/'11,, (3.17) 
then 
" " < c h' { Ilull, =c,,,.:~ + I lu  - u II,.,-c,.,,:~ - Ilu, ll,.-c,,.:,l. (3.18) 
PROOF. For any 'v h a Sh, (3.13)and (3.14) imply' 
(u, - ut, ~)  + a (g {-(U, U)} U - g {a(U ~ , U ~) } U ~, ~)  = O. 
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Let v h = U h - W h, then 
½ D, II Uh - w"ll ~ + ,, (g {,,(u, u)} u -  o {o(v'*, u")} u~,u  ~ - w ~) - (~ ,  - w ,~,u  ~ - w~) .  
From the definition of the elliptic projection and property (2.5), we have, r/: = U - W h, the 
differential inequality 
½ D, IIu" - w"ll ~ + Co II ~'" - w"ll$ _< IIu, - wl'll II Uh - w"ll _< ½ I1,~11 ~+ ½11u" - w"ll ~. 
Integrate over (0,t): 
II uh( . , , ) -  w~(.,,)ll ~ + 2Co f '  IIu" - Whl[~ ds 
_< IIu'~(., o ) -  w"(., o)11' + ]o' II'~ll~ de + ~o' IIU~ - Wh[[ u ds. 
Gronw~l's Lemma implies 
I Iv"( . ,*) -  w"(.,OU'+2 Co ~ '  IIv" - While1 ds 
This establishes (3.16). By theorem 3.1 and hypothesis (3.17), the result (3.18) follows immedi- 
ately. II 
3.8 The Hyperbolic Problem 
Consider the unperturbed hyperbolic problem (P1) obtained by setting e - 1 in problem (P~) : 
u.  + ut + "r(u) A u = .f, 
,,(x,o) = ¢(x), u,(x,o) =¢(x) ,  
u(x, t) - o, 
n x (O,~o), 
zero, 
Oax (0,~o); 
the solution of which satisfies the weak form of the differential equation 
(~, , ,O+(~, ,~)+~(u)a(~,~)=( f ,O .  
We define the Galerkin approximation u h E C2([0,t0]; Sh) by 
(~,~)+(~,~)+7(~h)a(~h,~ h) = (I,~h), 
with uh(z,0) and u~(z, 0) chosen so that 
~(~(.,O)--~,~h)+(uh(.,O)--~,~ h) = o, 
and 
(uh(.,O) -¢ ,~)=0,  
for all v h E S h. Also, let w h E S h be the elliptic projection given by 
,, (g Ta(,,,,,)) , , -  g {aC,,,h,,,,")} ,,,", ,,") =o,  
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
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We assume here that S h C H2(f~) rl HI(~). This appea~ to be crucial to our a~aJysis. The 
presence of the nonlinearity leads us to seek a priori estimates on the family of Galerkin apprc~- 
imations which are uniform with respect o h. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let {uh}0<h<l be the family of Galerkin solutions of (3.20), then 
I' IlU~llL®(L,), Iluhl[L**(.~), HA uh[[ ds ~ C. 
where the constant C is independent ofh. 
PROOF. Let ~h = u~ in (3.20) and notice that the result can be written 
½ D, {llu,~ II ' + ~ (.(,,h, u~))} + I1~ I1' = (S, u,~), 
where M(~,) := $o ~ g(~) d,. Inte~ation over (O,t) #ves 
I1,,~(., oll ~ + ~ (o(uh(.,,), u"(., o)1 _< Ilu,~(., o)11 ' + ~(o(u~(.,o), e(., 0)) + fo '° IIs(.,,)ll' d,. 
The first two results follow, since 
I1,~,~(., oll ' +.o,o  Ile(.,oll'~ < I1,~11' + ~ (.~ I1,11'~) + fo '° IIs(.,.)ll' ~'" 
To establish the third, integrate (3.20) over (0,t0) and find that 
7(uh)a(uh,vh)ds uht(.,O) u.C.,*o)+uhC.,O)--t~h(',*O)+ t°
go 
so  
This defines a continuous linear functional on S h. It follows from the Hahn-Banach Theorem 
and the Riesz Representation Theorem that 
and so  
Let u £ L°°(H ") be the solution of (3.19) and suppose that u~, ~t E L°°(H'). THEOREM 3.3. 
Let w ~ be the elliptic projection of u into S h defined by (3.21), and let u ~ be the Galerkin 
approx/nmtion defined in (3.20). Then there exists a constant C such that 
PROOF. With v h = u~ - w~ in (3.19) and (3.20), we find that 
( . .  _ .,~,, .,~ _ ~,~) + ( . ,  _ .,~, .,~ - ~,~) + ~(~( . ) .  - ~( .~)  ~,  ~ - ~,~) = o. 
Using the definition of w a and letting 17 - u - w h, 
D, II ~,~ - ~,~ II~ + II ~,~ - ~,~ II~ + ~ (~(e)  ~ - ~(~)  ~,  ~,~ - ~,~) 
- ( ~,,, ~,~ - ~,~ ) + ( ~, ~,~ - ~,~ ). ( 3.22 ) 
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Now 
a (~(u h) u h - ~(w ~) w~, u, ~ - ~,~ ) = ½ D, { .  (~(~h) (u h - ~ ), u ~ - ~ ) } 
- ½{D, ,7 (wb} . (u  ~ - ~ ' ,u~ -~b 
+ {7("b  - 7(~h)} (A u h, u, ~ - ~b.  
Substitute this into (3.22), integrate over (0,t) and note that Lemma 3.1 implies 
1½, D,'f(wh)l -Ig' {a (Wh,wh) }a(wh, w~) I < C, 
From the results in [2], 
and by Theorem 3.2, 
The result is a direct consequence. 
The result is 
½ {l lu,  h - .,," ii 2 + - f (w")  a(u h - , , / ' ,  u h - ,.,,,,) } 
h < ½{11.} - u,,h II 2 + 'r(,.,/')a(u" - wh, ,?  - u, )},=o 
/o '° + ½ {11'7.112 + I1~11'} ds 
I' +c (1+ Ila,,"ll) {llu,h-,,-,~ll ' +11 uh -while} d.. 
From the eoercivity of a(., .) and the fact that 70 < 7(wh), we apply Gronwall's lemma and 
obtain 
1] u~ - wt n II 2 + 1] u h - w h [1~ _< C { [[[u~ - w~ 112 + 7( wh)]] uh - w~ I]~] t=o + Jo t° []]~/u I[ 2 + ]]rh i[ 2] ds } 
It is important o note that the last term is indepedent of h by Lemma 3.4. The result of the 
theorem follows from the triangle inequality and Theorem 3.1. It 
3.~ Main Result 
Our final theorem, which combines the asymptotic and Galerkin estimates, contains the main 
result of the paper. It establishes a uniform bound for the L 2 error made in approximating the 
solution u of the singularly perturbed hyperbolic problem (P~) by the Galerkin approximation 
U h of the reduced problem (P0). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let u(z,t; e) be the solution of(Pr) and U(z,t) the solution of(Po). If Uh (z, t) 
is the Galerkin approximation of U defined in (3.14), then 
I lu- u~ll,-~L,~ _< c {h" + ,}. 
PROOF. Introducing U we find 
I lu-u~ll _< I lu-ul l  + II U -  u~ll • 
I1,,-u"ll~.(,,) _< c,. 
flu-u~L-~,.,~ _< oh'. 
| 
and 
<_ c II. h - ~hJl ~. 
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4. DISCRETE-TIME METHODS 
In this section we introduce discrete-time Galerkin methods for the approximate solution of 
problems (P1) and (P0) and provide numerical evidence that the optimal order convergence is 
obtained. We use these schemes in the following section to investigate various aspects of the 
singularly perturbed problem (Pc). 
To describe discretizations in time, some additional notation is required. Let K be a positive 
integer and let At -- 1 /K  be a uniform time step. Let r k represent an approximation to r(t) at 
time t -- k At. Also set 
1 (rk.t. 1 rk+l/2 - ~ + r~), 
I (3rk rk_1) ' ~+I /2  - 2 _ 
and ~)~r k - (r k+l - rk)/At. 
4.1 The Hyperbolic Problem (P1) 
For our problem with nonlocal nonlinearity, we follow Baker's work [12] on linear hyperbolic 
equations by introducing the velocity u~ as a new dependent variable, q, and writing the second 
order equation as a first order system 
Ut "- q, 
qt -- -u ,  - g{a(u, ul }A u q- f .  (4.1) 
The discrete-time Galerkin method consists of determining {u k, qk}~=2 e S ~ such that 
~tu~ = qk+ll2, (4.2a) 
for all v h in S h. If equation (4.2a) is used to eliminate uk+l from (4.2b), we can write (4.2b) as a 
linear system for the coefficients in a basis function representation f qk+l. Having solved (4.2b) 
for the updated velocity, (4.2a) is used to update the solution u. 
Evaluation of the nonlinear factor at fib+i/2 is motivated by the work of Dupont, Fairweather 
and 3ohnson [13] on extrapolated Crank-Nicolson methods for quuilinear parabolic problems. 
We note however that their nonlinearity does not involve space derivatives of u. 
Since this is a three level method, it is necessary to provide the st&rting values u ° and q0, u 1 
and ql. As suggested by Dendy [14], we take u ° and q0 to be the interpolants of ~b and ~b in S ~. 
Let u I be the S ~ interpolant of the Taylor polynomial 
1 u(x, 0) + u,(x, 0) at + [ u.(x, 0) (At) 2, 
evaluated using the initial data and the differential equation (1.1). Similarly, we take ql to be 
the S h interpolant of 
u,(x, 0) + u,(z, 0) At. 
With the time differencing clearly of second order, it is natural to take At = h*l 2, where s is 
the optimal rate of convergence. We use this relation throughout our computations. We verify 
that the scheme (4.2) converges optimally by using an experimental order of ¢on~ce defined 
by 
/>1 - log  ([[u h~-  u[[/[[u h~-  u[[) (4.3) 
log(hi~h2) 
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In problems for which the exact solution is not available we when the exact solution is known. 
use the necessarily less precise value obtained from 
p~ _ log ([[u hi -uh21[/ I[u h2-  uhS]l), (4.4) 
log 2 
where successive mesh sizes are related by setting h3 = ½h2 = ¼hi. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. 
Let f] -- (0, 1) and define 
g{.(,,,u) t := l+ . (u , , , )=  1+ ,,ld., (4.5I 
which correspon& to the nonlinear elastic string of Section 1. Conditions (2.1)-(2.5) are emily 
seen to be satisfied. Our analysis of Section 3 indicates that we must choose S h C H~(0,1), so 
let S h be the space of piecewise cubic Hermite polynomials for which the optimal order is p - 4. 
With data chosen so that the exact solution is 
t) = e ]og(1 + t) sin 
we record, in Table 4.1, the L ~ error for u h and qh and the experimental power ofh in parentheses. 
Table 4.1. L ~ error and convergence rate at to -- .25. 
h At 
1/4 1/16 
1/s 1/84 
1/16 1/2se 
1/32 1/1024 
u - -  u h u t  - -  qh  
.2 X 10 -2  .7 × 10 -2  
.1 X 10 -3 (3.8) .4 X 10 -3  (4.0) 
.s x 10 -s  (4.0) .2 x 10 -~ (4.0) 
.s x 10 -6 (4.0) .1 x 10 -~ (4.0) 
"5.~ The Reduced Problem (Po) 
A discrete-time Galerkin method for the approximate solution of (P0) consists of approximating 
Uh(kAt) by U k in S h which satisfies, for k = 2,3,. . . ,  K, 
(O, Uk,v h) + g {a (ffk+l/~,Olc+l/~) ~ a(Uk+l/'~,vh) -" (f~+ll2, vh), (4.6) 
for all v h E S h. Once again the presence of the extrapolated value ~k+1/2 requires a separate 
determination of U ° and U 1. In a procedure analogous to the hyperbolic ase, let U ° be the 
interpolation of ~ in subspace S h and U 1 the S h interpolant of U(z, 0)% Ut(z, 0)At, with U(z, 0) 
determined by the parabolic equation (1.2). 
According to the analysis of Section 3, it suffices here to let S h C H~(f~), so we choose the 
space of piecewise linear polynomials, for which the optimal rate of convergence is known to be 
p - -2 .  
EXAMPLE 4.2. 
Let f/ - (0,1) and let g{a(U,U)} be defined by (4.5). With data chosen so that the exact 
solution is given by 
U(z, t) = e -~ log(1 + t) sin 7rz, 
we tabulate the L 2 error together with the approximate power of convergence alculated at time 
t = .5 in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2. L 2 m ~ convm'gm~ce rate at to : .5. 
h At u - u"  
1/10 1/10  .1 x 10 -2 
1/20 1/20 .4 X 10 -3 (1,9) 
1/40 1/40 .1 X 10 -3 (2.0) 
l/SO l/SO .2 x lO- '  (2.0) 
In addition to the methods described above, we found that a variety of other dmcrete methods, 
including the Laplace modified scheme (see [9,14]) and a nonlinear iterative scheme, also produced 
optimal rates of convergence. We have chosen to use the extrapolated Crank-Nicolson schemes 
since they appear to be more efficient. 
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Several aspects of numerical approximation will be dealt with in this section. In the investiga- 
tion of (P~) by approximate methods, it is natural to introduce the parameter e in the extrapolated 
Crank-Nicolson-Galerkin scheme developed in Section 4 for (P1). We shall see, however, that 
this can lead to a poor approximation when compared to the e-independent parabolic scheme. 
In accordance with the asymptotic results, (P0) provides a uniformly good approximation with 
accuracy improving as e tends to zero. 
To illustrate some points of interest, we return to the case of a nonlinear elastic string cousidered 
previously in Example 4.1, 
{/: } e2u.+us+ 1+ u2=dz u===f, 
. ( z ,o )  = = 
u(0,1) = u(l ,1) = O, 
(0.1) x (O,to), 
z e[0,1], 
t e (O,to). 
(5.1) 
As e goes to zero, the solution of (5.1) converges to U(z, t), the solution of the reduced problem, 
U¢ - {1+ ~olU=2 dr} U== - f, 
u(=, 0) = 
u(o,t) = u(1,t) = 0, 
(0.1) x (O,to), 
xe  [o,1], 
t e (0,t0). 
(5.2) 
First we observe the convergence of u(z,t;e) to U(z , t ) ,  as e decreases, in the cases of a free 
string and of a string sinusoidally forced in both space and time. 
Wi th / (z , t )  = 0, @(z) = sin ~rz, and @(z) -- - sin 7z, we let At -- 1/64, and obtain Graph 5.1 
at z = ½ and Graph 5.2 at t = 1. Next let f (z ,t)  = sin 2~rt sin ~'x, @(z) = 0,~b(z) - 
- sin ~=, and At = 1/64. The convergence in time at = - ½ is seen in Graph 5.3. 
Notice on Graphs 5.1 and 5.3 that, as e --* 0, the behavior of u near t - 0 is not drast/ealIy 
altered, but Graph 5.4, which pictures the values of ut corresponding to u in Graph 5.3, indicates 
the presence of a boundary layer in the velocity. 
Since the procedure for approximating the solution of (5.1) involved estimating, at each time 
level, the value of ut and using this to update the approximation of u, At must be chosen suf- 
ficiently small to guarantee mesh points within the initial layer to obtain an accurate approxi- 
mation. We illustrate this point in two ways. First, let e n -- .001 and let the data {f ,~,~} be 
chosen so that the solution of the unperturbed problem (PI) is u(z, t) = e -t log(l +t)  sin ~rx. The 
inability of the hyperbolic scheme to track the solution is obvious from Graph 5.5 when we take 
At  = ( I /16)  2. However, decreasing the t ime step to  At  = (1/$2) 9, which introduces four times 
as many mesh points within the layer, allows an accurate representation. 
To further demonstrate the need to choose smaller time interva~ as e de~,  consider 
Table 5.1 which gives the estimated rates of convergence for various values of At and e 2. 
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Note that there are, respectively, four and sixteen times as many steps within the layer in 
columns 2 and 3. We see that the optimal convergence rate p = 4 is achieved for a given value of 
e ~ only when At is sufficiently small. 
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Table 5.1. Experiment&l convergence rate at to = .25. 
~t 
e 2 
.5 
.05 
.005 
.0005 
(1/le) = 
4.06 
4.77 
7.99 
4.99 
(1132) = 
4.02 
4.25 
3.46 
7.97 
( l /e4)  = 
4.01 
4.06 
4.03 
2.77 
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Graph 5.5. Improvement of ac~mx'acy with finer time mesh At for e 2 = .001. 
The solution of (P0), the parabolic problem is, of course, independent of the initial velocity 
specified for (Pc). Graph 5.6 shows this independence with f = s in2~ sin~z, ~(z) = 0, and 
~(z) = Icsin~rz, for k = -1,  - ½, 0, ½, and 1. In order to more accurately reflect the initial 
behavior of u(z,t;e), we use the two term asymptotic expansion (1.6) mentioned in the intro- 
duction. Recall that this expansion has the form U -I- (Z -I- V) e where U is the solution of 
(P0), and V is the initial layer correction term given in (1.7). The additional outer expansion 
term Z, is the solution of the following initial-boundary value problem (R) for a linear parabolic 
integro-differential equation, 
z, + g{o(u,~)} AZ+ ~' {a(U,~)} ~(~,Z)A~ = O, (0,1). (O, to), 
z(=, o) = ~(.), = e n, 
z (=,O = o, (=,0  e an x (O, to). 
In the context of our string example, we are led to introduce the following Galerkin method 
for the determination of (Zk), 
This scheme is coupled with (4.6) since the values of U k and U k+* are needed to find Z/=+t. 
Unlike the linear schemes described for (5.1)and (5.2), which produce banded and tridiagonal 
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Table 5.2. L2 ecror and asymptot ic  onveqresme rate =st to = .1. 
1/8o 
1/9o 
1/10o 
1/110 
1/iz) 
[7 -  U h 
.25 X 10 -4  
.s0 x m-4(2.00) 
.le x m-4(2Jo~) 
.13 x 10-4(1 .98)  
.11 x m-4(LeT) 
Z -- I h 
.23 x I0  -a  
.IS x I0-4(2.00) 
.15 x lO-4(1.98) 
.12 x I0-4(z02) 
.mx m-4(2~)  
matrices, respectively, the linear scheme in this case has a full eoe~cient matrix. It is, however, 
symmetric and positive-definite, so that Cholesky's slgorithm proves useful. ~ Using piecewise 
linear elements, the L 2 error and experi_n~_ntal convergence rste ~ for this method are given in 
Tsble 5.2 when U(z,t) = e-t sinwz and Z(z,t) = e-t log(l + t)sinwz, are the exact solutions of 
(P0) and (R), respectively. 
Our final graph demonstrates the additional accuracy attainable by using the two-term expan- 
sion. In Graph 5.7 we plot u versus U and the two term expansion for f (z ,  t) = sin 2~ sin ~rz. 
Note that the two term expansion is able to approximate the initial velocity well. 
In spite of the poor performance of the hyp~bolic scheme for small values of time, observations 
made we]] after the transitory influence of the rapid change in velocity, seem to be quite accept- 
able. Since problem (R) is a linear parabolic problem with homoseneous boundary condition 
and zero forcing term, its solution decays exponentially over time; hence, the second term in our 
two-term expansion is asymptotically zero ~ some time T.  For times t > T, we expect that 
the difference u - U is O(e~). In particular, when to - 1.0 we were able to see this asymptotic 
convergence rate. The results appear in "l~ble 5,3, We used the experimental convergence rate 
PI with U(z,t) - • -t (z - x~) ~ in place of the exact solution. 
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Graph 5.7. Improvement of accuracy with a two-term asymptotic expansion. 
Table 5.3. L 2 error and asymptotic onvergence rate at to = 1.0 
e 2 u h -- U 
.05 .8 X 10 -4 
.~ .6 x lo - '  (1.96) 
.03 .s x 10 -4 (1.0s) 
.02 .3 x 1o -4 (2.00) 
.oI .2 x 1o -4 (2.0o) 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Our numerical technique, utilizing an asymptotic expansion from singular perturbation theory, 
avoids the problem of stiffness, without introducing the complexity of adaptive mesh schemes. 
Though the analysiJ of Section 3 indicates that smooth basis functions are required for opti- 
mai rates of  convergence in the hyperbolic scheme, we found optimal (experimental) rates using 
piecewise linear elements. Even if the analysis can be improved, however, the problem of poor 
approxinmtion near t = 0 remains, and so, too, the advantage of utilizing the asymptotic expan- 
sion. 
The additional accuracy of the two term expansion may, at first, seem to be compromised by 
the extra cost of solving a full linear system; but consider that once problems (P0) and (R) have 
been solved numerically, the asymptotic expansion (1.6) is easily evaluated for any ~. 
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